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3

ABIGAIL

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Describe a time you saw the good influence of one person change the 

atmosphere of a group or organization.



4

What specific environment could you reshape by your good influence?

How could you be the “beauty” that brings peace to a tense or combative 

situation? What would you hope to accomplish?



5

Read Proverbs 15:1. Which half of this verse did Nabal demonstrate? Which 

half of this verse did Abigail demonstrate? Which half of this verse do you 

normally demonstrate?

Think of a person you have injured, insulted, or alienated. Ask God to 

give you the grace and the humility to approach this person and ask 

for forgiveness. Pray that the Lord will bring peace and healing to the 

situation.



6

ANANIAS AND SAUL

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Think of a famous person who boldly declares his or her faith. How has the 

public reacted to this?



7

Share a story either about yourself or someone whom you know personally 

who made an unexpected radical conversion to God.

“Has God given you a Saul?” Is there someone in your life whom most people 

have given up on and dismissed? How could you be an Ananias for that person?



8

What does Scripture say about reaching out to those in need? How can you 

be more sensitive to the Father’s promptings in this area?

How would you describe your conversion? Was it sudden or gradual? What 

are you doing to help others experience conversion?



9

CORNELIUS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Why did Cornelius not look the part even though he was a Christ follower? 

What surface judgments do people use today to measure spirituality?

What was the social pecking order when you were growing up? How about 

today? Who is at the top, who is at the bottom, and where are you in the order?



10

How could you make time for some marginalized Christians in your life?



11

DAVID

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Read 1 Samuel 17:1–54. What reason does David give for his confidence in 

a fight against Goliath (vv. 34–37)? What do verses 45–47 reveal about the 

man after God’s own heart?



12

What Goliaths have you confronted in the past? How does your Goliath 

block your vision of God and make it harder to hear from the Lord?

When you focus on your giants, what kind of stumbles do you tend to take? 

When you focus on God, what kind of tumbles do your giants tend to take?

What Goliath is staring you in the face right now, taunting you and defying 

God to rescue you? Set aside time in which you focus on God— on his power 

and his wisdom and his glory— and in which you concentrate your prayers 

for help on this problem.



13

ESTHER

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Consider the phrase “thy kingdom come.” When you think of God’s coming 

kingdom, what comes to mind? Why do you think we should pray that God’s 

kingdom would come?



14

Read Esther 3–9. What part did Esther play in this drama? What part did 

Mordecai play? What was the role of the king? From the text’s point of view, 

who is the central character?

If God’s kingdom were to come into your workplace, what would happen? In 

your marriage? In your family?



15

ISAIAH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What does “holiness” mean to you? How would you describe it to someone 

who knows nothing about the Bible?

How does God’s holiness silence human boasting?



16

When was the last time you experienced God’s quick pardon and fullness 

of mercy? Describe what happened. How did you recognize God’s 

forgiveness?

Read Isaiah 6:1–8. How does Isaiah react to this revelation of God’s glory 

(v. 5)? How do you think you would have reacted? Explain.



17

What resulted from Isaiah’s cleansing (v. 8)? How do you think God wants to 

use Isaiah’s experience in your own life?



18

JACOB

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What happens when we try to ignore the past?



19

What does Max mean by “The best way to deal with our past is to hitch up 

our pants, roll up our sleeves, and face it head- on”? How is that different 

from dwelling on the past?

How can we wrestle with God in dealing with our past? In what way might 

we also carry a limp?



20

Have you ever worried that your past would prevent God from accepting 

you? What helped you change your thinking?



21

JAIRUS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What was Max trying to teach his young daughters through this “faith 

experiment”? What did you learn from his experiment?



22

Do you ever wish you could see into the future? What would be the benefits 

of doing so? The drawbacks? If you could acquire the ability to see your 

whole future, would you do so? Explain.

Max claims that a critical principle for seeing the unseen is to ignore what 

people say. What does he mean? What sort of people do you ignore? What 

kinds of advice do you refuse to heed? Couldn’t Max’s advice be dangerous 

in some circumstances? In what kind of circumstances?



23

Why did Jesus throw the people out of Jairus’s home?

Read 2 Corinthians 4:16–18. How permanent is the world we see? How 

permanent is the world we do not see? How do we “set our eyes” on Jesus?



24

JESUS’ BROTHERS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Do you have any “tar- baby relatives”? If so, what makes it hard to 

communicate with them?



25

How does it make you feel to know that Jesus had a difficult family?

Go back through the chapter and list the many ways Jesus’ family 

dishonored him. How did Jesus respond to these insults? What can we learn 

from these incidents?



26

Max writes, “It’s worth noting that [Jesus] didn’t try to control his family’s 

behavior, nor did he let their behavior control his.” In what ways is this an 

excellent principle for us?

How did the members of Jesus’ family finally change in their appraisal of 

him? How can this give us hope?



27

JOB

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

How does one “hallow” God’s name? From the opposite viewpoint, how 

does one profane it? In the last week, did you do more of one than the 

other? Explain.



28

Read Job 38:3–18. What is the point of all God’s questions? What lesson 

does he want Job to learn? What do you learn about God in this passage?

Read Job 40:4–5; 42:1–6. What did Job finally learn about God? How did it 

change his attitude toward his circumstances?



29

If you had been in Job’s shoes, do you think you would have reacted much 

as he did? Why or why not?

In times of trouble, do you ever demand answers of God? If he were to 

respond to your questions, what do you think he’d say?



30

JOHN

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

“When it’s Saturday in your life, how do you react?” What does Max mean 

by “Saturday in your life?” After tragedy strikes, do you leave God or linger 

near him? Explain.



31

Read John 19:38–40; 20:3–9 (niv). What did Peter and “the other disciple” 

find when they entered the empty tomb on the day of Jesus’ resurrection? 

Why did what they saw cause John to believe?

Read Romans 8:28. What does this verse say we “know”?



32

Follow through on Max’s suggestion: “Do this simple exercise. Remove the 

word everything [in Romans 8:28], and replace it with the symbol of your 

tragedy.” How does this change your interpretation of this verse?

On your own or with someone else, think of several stories in the Bible 

in which God took what appeared to be a clear defeat for his people and 

turned it into a triumph. In what area of your life could you use such a 

triumph right now? Enlist a friend to pray with you that God would engineer 

just such a reversal on your behalf.



33

JOSEPH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What is the connection between our obedience and divine guidance?



34

Has a situation in the past caused you to question God’s action or apparent 

inaction?

When you question God’s handling of your life or circumstances, how is your 

attitude changed?



35

Read Hebrews 3:12–19. What advice is given in verse 13 to help us obey God? 

Note the close connection between obedience and belief in verses 18 and 19. 

How would you describe this connection in your own life?



36

JOSIAH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Think about your ancestry. Were your parents and grandparents positive 

role models? If yes, in what ways? If no, why?



37

Choose one word to describe how you feel about your past: Grateful? 

Angry? Discouraged? Proud? Depressed? Blessed? Explain.

How do we sometimes allow ourselves to be controlled by the past? Have 

you ever slipped into this mode? Explain.



38

“Spiritual life comes from the Spirit! Your parents may have given you 

genes, but God gives you grace.” How does this principle change your 

outlook on your family history?

“We can’t choose our parents, but we can choose our mentors.” What 

mentors have you chosen? Why did you choose them? How have your 

mentors broadened your understanding of God and guided you on a 

positive path?



39

What sort of spiritual heritage do you have now? Describe it.



40

LAZARUS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

“ ‘The dead hear only the voice of God . . . ,’ said Lazarus . . . ‘I heard the 

voice of God.’ ” If a man is dead, how can he hear anything? How did Lazarus 

know it was the voice of God he heard? In what way do “dead men” still 

hear the voice of God today?



41

“Jesus said . . . ‘I’ll give him joy, strength, healing, sight, safety, nourishment, 

new life.’ ” Does Jesus still give us these gifts today? If so, how?

Which of the gifts listed means the most to you? Explain your choice.



42

Read John 20:30–31. What was the purpose of writing down Jesus’ 

miracles? Have they had this intended effect on you? Why or why not?

Read Ephesians 2:1–5. How could we be described in our pre- Christian days, 

according to verses 1–3? How was our status changed as described in verses 

4–5? What prompted this change in status?



43

MARY AND MARTHA

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

“Marys need to remember that service is worship. Marthas need to 

remember that worship is service. And Lazarus? He needs to remember that 

not everyone can play the trumpet.” How can service be worship? How can 

worship be service?



44

Are you more like Martha or Mary? Explain.

Are you satisfied with how you’re fitting in with God’s band? Why or why not?

Read Romans 12:4–8. What does this passage teach us about unity? 

What does it teach us about diversity? What does it teach us about the 

relationship of the two?



45

MARY MAGDALENE

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Why is it significant that Mary Magdalene was one of the first people to 

witness the risen Christ?



46

What lessons can you learn from Mary’s story about the way God likes to 

surprise us and get us out of our comfort zones?

What “stones” has God moved in your life? How did this bring you closer to 

him? How has the movement impacted your life?



47

MARY, MOTHER OF JESUS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Max says, “The Christmas hope [is] that God indwells the everydayness of 

our world.” What splendors affect your normal every day? Nothing is too 

big, small, or monotonous.



48

Why do you think God chooses ordinary people like Joseph and Mary? 

What does this say about God’s nature and his attention to each of his 

children?

When Christ dwells in us, our ordinary identity becomes extraordinary. List 

some of the ordinary things that make you special and one- of- a- kind.



49

MATTHEW

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What’s good about having saints and sinners in the same room?



50

What’s good about not trying to figure out who belongs to which group?

Why did Matthew’s party make the pious people uptight?



51

What parallel situations do you see today? Do you generally respond to 

them like Christ or like the religious leaders? Why?



52

MEPHIBOSHETH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

“God didn’t look at our frazzled lives and say, ‘I’ll die for you when you 

deserve it.’ ” Had God said such a thing, how would that affect you right 

now? Has anyone ever deserved for God to die for them? Explain.



53

Do you see your story in Mephibosheth’s? Explain.

Is there a Mephibosheth in your life? If so, what have you learned from 

knowing that person?



54

Read Matthew 5:6. What group of people does Jesus describe in this verse? 

What promise does he give to them?

Do you believe you are included in this group? Explain.



55

MOSES

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Have your convictions changed as you’ve grown older? If so, in what way? 

Have your evolving convictions brought you closer to understanding God? 

Explain.



56

Would you have given Moses the job of bringing Israel out of slavery? 

Explain.

What do you think God saw in Moses? What do you think he might see 

in you?



57

What do you think God may still be calling you to do?

Read Philippians 1:6. What promise is given in this verse? How can it change 

the way you live? Does it affect the way you live personally? Explain.



58

NICODEMUS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Read John 3:2. Why do you think Jesus ignored Nicodemus’s comment 

and instead responded, “I tell you the truth, unless you are born again, you 

cannot be in God’s kingdom” (v. 3 ncv)?



59

Read Colossians 2:20–23. Why do you think we are so easily drawn back 

into legalism? What is the only way to stay free of it?

Read Galatians 5:1–6. How does this passage teach that salvation cannot be 

achieved through a mixture of faith and deeds?



60

How does John 19:39–42 prove that Nicodemus finally escaped the trap of 

legalism? How did he escape this grip?



61

NOAH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

How has hope rescued you from a “flood” in the past? Explain.



62

In what areas of your life do you need hope today?

“Hope doesn’t promise an instant solution but rather the possibility of an 

eventual one. Sometimes all we need is a little hope.” Who do you know 

who could use a little hope right now?



63

In what ways can you “pass out an olive leaf” to your loved ones? If you told 

them you have hope in them and for them, what would that mean to them?

Why did Paul not grumble about his present struggles? (Rom. 8:18)



64

How can Paul’s understanding of hope (Rom. 8:24–25) help us in our 

difficult times?



65

PARALYZED MAN

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Max writes, “We must admit we are like the paralytic. Invalids out of options.” 

What does he mean by this? Do you agree with him? Why or why not?



66

Have you ever chosen to be among the suffering? Is Jesus’ presence at the 

pool of Bethesda an encouragement to you or a rebuke— or both? Explain.

In what way is the sick man’s story a tale about you and me?



67

Read Colossians 2:13 –15. List the things Jesus accomplished for you on the 

cross, based on this passage.

Is Jesus telling you today, like the paralytic, to “stand up” in any area of your 

life? If so, in what area? And what do you plan to do about it?



68

PAUL

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What’s your own concept of a hero?



69

In what way do actual heroes seldom look like heroes?

What “heroes out of the spotlight” do you know? What makes them heroes?

Have you been a hero to anyone? Could you be a hero to anyone? In what 

circumstances has God surfaced your own heroism for someone else?



70

Read Mark 1:1–8. How would you describe John in modern terms? How did 

his appearance and lifestyle help him accomplish his mission? In what way 

was he a hero?

Read 2 Corinthians 4:7–11; 6:4–10; 11:22–28. What do you learn about Paul 

from these passages? What in them describes the kind of hero he was? Do 

these passages encourage or discourage you? Why?



71

PETER

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Describe a time you followed Peter’s example and did the very thing you 

swore you’d never do. What happened?



72

Have you ever “gone fishing” or returned to your pre- Jesus practices after a 

spiritual failure? If so, how did you feel at that time?

Why do we question whether Jesus has a place for people like us? Have you 

ever felt that way? Explain.



73

Why do you think Jesus allowed Judas to see the Lord’s Supper? Why not 

banish him before the disciples gathered?

How do the stories of both Peter and Max show true repentance? How 

does Jesus always respond to true repentance? Why is this important to 

understand?



74

PHILIP

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Philip went to Samaria, and the grace of God blasted the walls between 

the Jews and Samaritans. Max asks you, “Do any walls bisect your world?” 

What divisions do you see dominating your culture? What unspoken rules of 

separation promote a subconscious prejudice? How long has this wall been 

there? What are the root causes? What keeps it going?” Explain.



75

As Christians, how well do we live out Galatians 3:28–29 and erase the 

divisions between us? Where have we succeeded? Where have we failed?

How could you tell a person on the other side of a dividing wall that he or 

she matters to you? What could you do to show you care?



76

Be honest with yourself about your prejudices. Spend some quiet time 

thinking about this. Make a list of groups of people you tend to prejudge or 

categorize. Pray over that list, asking God to change your heart.



77

RAHAB

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

How has God used the “garbage” in your life and turned it into something 

beautiful like music?

What has been the result for you and those around you?



78

Max says, “God has a place for the Rahabs of the world.” What does he mean?

Do you know a Rahab? How has he or she impacted others? Are you a Rahab?



79

RICH YOUNG RULER

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

How does this chapter interpret being “poor in spirit”? How does this 

compare with any previous ideas you had about what this beatitude means?



80

Read Luke 6:20, 24. Luke’s version of this beatitude omits the “in spirit” idea 

entirely; it simply states that the “rich” have their reward here and therefore 

cannot expect a reward in heaven.

Now read Matthew 19:23–24. Jesus tells the rich young ruler directly that 

“it is hard for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of heaven” (niv). 

Do you think the first beatitude applies especially to those who are poor 

in material possessions? If not, why does Matthew make these specific 

comments about material wealth?



81

What do you think are the motives behind the rich young ruler’s self- 

justification and overachievement? What is the difference between trying to 

achieve salvation and trying to please God?

“Those who taste God’s presence have declared spiritual bankruptcy and 

are aware of their spiritual crisis.” Have you ever declared yourself spiritually 

bankrupt? If so, have you asked God to do for you what you can’t do 

without him?



82

SAMARITAN WOMAN

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Read John 4:4 –  42. How did Jesus use his own needs as tools for evangelism 

(vv. 6 –15)? What can we learn from this?



83

What is the “living water” Jesus talks about in verse 10? What does it do?

Identify the single greatest lesson you have learned from this story of the 

Samaritan woman.



84

Spend some time considering what it is that gives your life purpose and 

meaning. Describe it in detail; make a list and read it often. Be specific. Next 

time you feel overwhelmed or insignificant, read your list and thank God for 

the gift of life and purpose.



85

SAPPHIRA

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Why are we tempted to display our good deeds? Have you ever struggled 

with giving back and expecting to receive something in return? If so, how do 

you overcome that desire?



86

Do you think we long for the approval from others because we need the 

approval of our Creator? How can you become closer to God and his love?

Why do you think Ananias and Sapphira decided to keep the money? Do you 

think they were wrong? Why or why not?



87

How does our culture tempt us to flaunt our good deeds and ideals?



88

SARAH

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

When Sarai said, “No way,” God would say, “My way.” Has this ever 

happened to you? If so, explain.



89

What is getting in your way of seeing the world with spiritual eyes? Why are 

you hesitant to believe that God can do the impossible?

Sarai and Abram stumbled but they still had faith in God. Can you relate to 

their faith journey? What circumstances have caused your heart to forget 

God’s promises to you?



90

SIMON AND MARY

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Describe your initial reaction to Mary’s action. Did you think it foolish? 

Exorbitant? Profound? Moving? Explain.



91

What are some appropriate times for risky love? Describe them. When have 

you chosen to demonstrate risky love? What was the outcome? Would you 

do it again? Why?

In what way does practicality sometimes cost more than extravagance? Do 

you agree that “the rewards of risky love are always greater than its cost”? 

Why or why not?

Read Matthew 26:6–13. In what way was the woman’s action a beautiful 

thing? Why do you suppose Jesus said what he did in verse 13?



92

THE CANAANITE WOMAN

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

After reading the opening Scripture verses, what were your first thoughts 

about the Canaanite woman? 



93

Do you think Jesus was testing the Canaanite woman? Why or why not?

Max writes, “We opt to impress God with how good we are rather than 

confessing how great he is.” Can you think of an example in your life, 

where this is true?



94

What can you do to also have the faith of the private and trust of the 

Canaanite woman in your life?



95

THE CRIPPLED MAN 
AT THE GATE

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

“Human hurt is not easy on the eyes.” Tell of a time you encountered 

suffering that was painful to observe. Describe a time you were hurting and 

someone made you think he or she really saw you.



96

What does it communicate to people in need, especially those who are not 

beautiful, when you look directly at them, in their eyes?

Take note of each meaningful touch you find in the following miracles of 

Jesus: Matthew 9:20–22; Mark 1:40–45; Mark 7:32–35; Luke 8:51–55; Luke 

13:11–13; John 9:1–7. Did Jesus need to touch people to heal them? Why do 

you think some form of touch was part of each healing?



97

Peter and John gave more than the money the crippled beggar asked for in 

Acts 3. What resources do you have— beyond money— that you could give to 

people in need?

For Peter and John the strategy of kind eyes meeting desperate ones and 

strong hands helping weak ones unleashed a miracle of God. How could you 

live out this strategy?



98

THE GADARENE DEMONIAC

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Max says, “A glimpse of the wild man reveals Satan’s goals for you and me. 

Self- imposed pain. The demoniac used rocks. We are more sophisticated; 

we use drugs, sex, work, violence, and food.” How have you seen people 

around you suffer from self- imposed pain? In what way(s) has hell made you 

hurt yourself?



99

Read Mark 5:1–20. Why could Christ control the demons with a single 

command? What does it mean for you that Christ has such power over hell?

Why do you think the demon- possessed man came out to meet Jesus when 

the Lord got out of the boat (Mark 5:2)? Why wouldn’t he just run away?



100

What did the cured man request of Jesus (Mark 5:18)? What answer did 

Jesus give (v. 19)? Why do you think he gave this answer?

Read 1 Peter 5:8–10. How do you steady yourself so that you stand “strong 

in your faith”? Why does it help to remember that you are not alone in 

suffering and temptation (v. 9)? From where does all spiritual strength 

ultimately come (v. 10)?



101

THE LEPER JESUS 
HEALED

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Have you ever built a boundary between you and someone from your life? If 

so, what was the situation that prompted your decision? What would cause 

you to include him or her again?



102

Though Jesus’ words cured the leper’s disease, Max points out that only 

Christ’s loving touch banished the man’s loneliness. Describe a time in your 

life when no words came, but a touch said it all.

Read again the story of the cleansed leper from Matthew 8:1–4. Why do you 

think Jesus thought it was important to physically touch the man? Would 

the story have been diminished without the touch? Explain.



103

Read Mark 1:40–45. The cleansed leper, though having been warned not to 

tell the story to anyone, instead went out and began to talk freely. Would 

you have been able to keep quiet if such a marvelous thing had happened to 

you? Explain.

Think of someone who has a compassionate spirit. How is this spirit 

expressed through his or her actions, speech, and demeanor? With the 

Lord’s help, how can you work at better showing compassion?



104

THE WOMAN CAUGHT 
IN ADULTERY

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

With what character in the story of John 8 do you identify most closely? The 

woman? The guilty (but absent) man? The Pharisees? The men in the crowd? 

Explain your choice.



105

Jesus told the woman, “I also don’t judge you guilty. You may go now, but 

don’t sin anymore” (John 8:11 ncv). Does any part of this statement bother 

you? Is it what you would have expected Jesus to say? Why?

Do the words not guilty apply to you? Explain your answer. How do those 

words make you feel?
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What does the word shame mean to you? What does the word grace mean 

to you? Which is the stronger term? Why?
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THE WOMAN WHO 
WASHED JESUS’ FEET

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Read Luke 7:36 –50. What principle did Jesus develop in verse 47? How 

does this principle relate to you? Explain.
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How does someone “receive” love? How does someone “refuse” love?

Have you experienced purposeful love toward someone who seemed hard 

to love? How did this active love change your own heart?
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Think of the person closest to you (spouse, friend, child, parent, etc.). 

Create a list of actions by responding to the question How can I do a better 

job of showing love to this person? Today, do one of the actions on your 

list. Keep a journal of how your active love toward this person affects your 

relationship.
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THE WOMAN WITH THE 
ISSUE OF BLOOD

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

What was the crazy hunch and the high hope of the woman in Mark 5? In 

specific terms, how can she be an example for us today?
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Max writes, “Faith is not the belief that God will do what you want. Faith is 

the belief that God will do what is right.” How should this change the way 

you pray? Why?

Is it true that “faith with no effort is no faith at all”? Explain your answer.
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What is significant about Jesus calling the afflicted woman “daughter”? 

Does this mean anything for your relationship with Jesus?
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TWO CRIMINALS

REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Why do you think God allows us to make our own choices?

What “big” choices are facing you right now? How will you make them?
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“God gives eternal choices, and these choices have eternal consequences.” 

What does Max mean by “eternal choices”?

“There are times when God sends thunder to stir us. There are times when 

God sends blessings to lure us. But then there are times when God sends 

nothing but silence as he honors us with the freedom to choose where we 

spend eternity.” Describe a time when God sent thunder to stir you. Has 

God ever sent blessings to lure you? Explain. Why would God be silent when 

we’re faced with such a huge choice?
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Read Deuteronomy 30:19–20 and Joshua 24:14–15. What choices are 

presented in these passages? Who is to do the choosing? What choice have 

you made in this crucial area of life? Explain.


